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1. INTRODUCTION 
We will consider the Green’s function G(t, 7, A) for the regular problem 
(we use the notation of [I]) 
(L - XI) u(t) =f(t), uu = 0, a < t .< 6, (l-1) 
where L is an nth order linear ordinary differential operator with smooth (say Cm) 
complex-valued coefficients on [a, b] and I is the identity operator. Here U is a 
boundary operator consisting of n independent linear combinations, with 
continuous complex coefficients, of derivatives of u up to order rz - 1 evaluated 
at a and b. Then G is uniquely defined, if at least one complex h is not an 
eigenvalue of (1.1) (which we will assume), by 
(L - AI) G(t, 7, A) = s(t - T), UG=O, (1.2) 
and is a meromorphic function of h with poles at the eigenvalues of L. We will be 
concerned here with the way G can be modified and used to represent solutions 
of (1.1) when h = hj is one of the eigenvalues, especially in the nonselfadjoint 
case. 
When h is not an eigenvalue then the integral operator 9 defined for continuous 
fby 
3f = 1" G(t, 7, h)f(?-) dr (1.3) 
n 
is inverse to L - XI in the sense that (i) if f E C[a, b] then Al = 3f uniquely 
satisfies (1 .I), (ii) if u E (?[a, b] and satisfies (1.1) for a continuous f then 
u = SFf. However, when h is an eigenvalue, say X = Xi , then the alternative 
theorem asserts that a solution to (1.1) exists if and only if (f, YJ> G Ji f (t) 
*j(t) dt = 0 for all solutions of 
(L+ - &I) v(t) = 0, u+v = 0, (1.4) 
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which is the problem adjoint to (1.1) (whenf = 0). The solution can be made 
unique by imposing orthogonality conditions on u. To represent u one usually 
modifies G by defining a generalized Green’s function GA,(t, T), associated 
with & , and obtains the usual integral representation 
(1.5) 
[2]. In the selfadjoint case, where (L, U) = (Lf, U+> and G has only simple 
poles, G,, is easily constructed by deleting the terms corresponding to hj in the 
eigenfundtion expansion of G. However, in the nonselfadjoint case the literature 
does not seem to contain an eigenfunction expansion for GAj , nor a description 
of its use in conjunction with the alternative theorem to represent solutions of 
(1.1). We propose to accomplish these by using generalized eigenfunctions 
(solutions of (L - X1)P u = 0, U(L - Al)m u = 0, m = 0, I ,..., p - 1). In order 
to do this we will establish the basic result that the generalized eigenspace of 
(L, U, X> is finite dimensional, i.e., that the space of functions (from now on 
we assume L has Ca coefficients) u for which there is some p E N = {l, 2,...) 
such that 
(L - xl)"u = 0, Uu = 0, U(L - ,'J)u = O,..., U(L - hl)n-lu = 0, (1.6) 
is of finite dimension. 
In Section 2 we state the basic properties of generalized eigenfunctions, and 
in Section 3 the finite dimensionality of the generalized eigenspace is established. 
We define G, and use it to represent solutions of (1.1) in Section 4. In Section 5 
a generalized ‘eigenfunction expansion for G+ is given. 
2. GENERALIZED EIGENVECTORS AND THE GENERALIZED EIGER~SPACE 
The following facts are all contained in [3-61; however, the discussion in the 
present paper is largely self-contained. 
A generalized eigenfunction of rank p > 1 for (L, U, X), with X an eigenvalue, 
is a nontrivia solution zl of (1.6) such that (L - /\l)n-ru # 0. An ordinary 
eigenfunction has rank one. If u is a generalized eigenfunction of rank p then U, 
(L - Al)u,..., (L - hl)p-lti form a chain of decreasing ranks. The space of 
generalized eigenfunctions of rank < p is the solution space of Eq. (1.6) and 
will be denoted by N,$n. It is finite dimensional since the differential equation 
in (1.6) has order np. The generalized eigenspace (or generalized null space) 
for (L, U, X> is the set of all its generalized eigenfunctions (and the identically 
zero function), i.e., those u for which (1.6) is satisfied for some positive integer p. 
Since N,,p is a finite dimensional invariant subspace of L (for Lu = (L - Xr)u + 
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hlu), then, as in the Jordan canonical form, we can find a basis of chains for N,p 
in the form 
%T "y2T ... XkT 
. . 
. . . 
. . 
X12 x22 ... Sk2 
%B X2* -** XkB 
(2-l) 
where xij denotes a rank j generalized eigenfunction in the ith chain (except 
that xiB and xiT denote the bottom and top of the ith chain, respectively). The 
number and lengths of these chains are uniquely determined by (L, U, A, p). 
An ordinary eigenfunction for h is a linear combination of the x$s (for it is a 
combination of all the xi9 , and the coefficients of the higher ranks will vanish 
as can be seen by applying L - AZ to both sides of the linear combination and 
using the linear independence of the xij). Corresponding to (2.1) there is a basis 
of chains for the generalized eigenfunctions of rank <p for (L+, U+, A>, 
matching (2.1) in number and lengths of chains and denoted by & . In [4, 51 
it is shown that if p is taken to be the order of h as a pole of G then the two 
chain bases satisfy the biorthogonality relations (obtained by evaluating the 
principal part of G at A) 
where 6 ~~ is the Kronecker delta and yi is the length of the ith chain. In particular 
each xiT is orthogonal to all &a except for j = i. The alternative theorem then 
states that (L - hZ)u = f, UU = 0 has a solution if and only if (f, && = 0, 
m = 1, 2,..., K. It can also be seen, using induction on the rank, that 
<xu , v&d = 0 if xi, ad lGmn correspond to different eigenvalues (Theorem 5.1, 
below). 
3. FINITE DIMENSIONALITY OF THE GENERALIZED EIGENSPACE 
The ascent or index a! of (L, 77, A) is defined as the highest rank that is 
attained by a generalized eigenfunction and is taken to be infinity if the ranks 
are unbounded. If M is finite then the generaliied eigenspace is NAol, hence the 
.finiteness of a is equivalent to the finite-dimensionality of the generalized 
eigenspace. 
THEOREM 3.1. The ascent of (L, U, A) is jnite and is equal to the order pf X 
as a pole of G. 
Proof. Let X be a pole of order p, xij be a chain basis for NAP, and & be 
the corresponding chain basis for (L +, U+, A> satisfying (2.2). If there were a 
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generalized eigenfunction of rank greater than p for (L, V, h) then (by repeated 
application ofL - hl if necessary) there would exist a generalized eigenfunction 
x(t) of rank p -+ 1. Hence (15 - /v)% is an ordinary eigenfunction and can be 
written 
(L - hlpx = 2 ctiXiB # cl (3.1) 
i=l 
for appropriate oli . We may suppose without loss of generality that only the 
last K-j chains are of length one so that (3.1) becomes 
(L - Al) (L - Alp-lx - i mixi* 
i=l I 
= i miXiT . (3.2) 
i=j+l 
By the alternative theorem 0 = < c,“_,+, &$rir , #mB > = No , m = j -t I,..., k. 
Hence the quantity in brackets in (3.2) is an ordinary eigenfunction and may 
again be expanded in the form 
(L - AI)“-lx = i a!& + i PiXiB . 
i=l i=l 
(3.3) 
(if the quantity in brackets is zero we may take the pi = 0). Of the fir&j chains 
we will suppose that only the last j-Z are of length two. Hence (3.3) may be 
rewritten 
(L - Al) 
1 
(L - Xlp-zx - g1 %%a - i i?,~ip] 
i=l 
= i$+l %%T f f PiXiT - 
i=i+l 
Again the alternative theorem and the biorthogonality relations imply 01~ = 0, 
i = E + I,..., j; /Ii = 0, i = j + l,..., k. Continuing in this manner and noting 
that no chain has length greater than p we obtain the desired contradiction that 
01~ = 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
4. DEFINITION AND USE OF THE GENERALIZED GREEN’S FUNCTION 
From now on p will denote the order of the eigenvalue X as a pole of G. As 
before xij is a chain basis for iVJp and #.;j is the corresponding basis satisfying 
(2.2). We define the generalized Green’s function G,,(t, T) of the problem 
(L - wu = f@>, uu = 0, (4-l) 
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at X to be the unique solution of 
(L - Al) GA = 8(t - T) - ; xiT(t) &*(T) 
i=l (4.2) 
UC,, = 0, <GA f #iT> = 0, i = 1) 2 )..., k. 
The biorthogonality conditions (2.2) guarantee that the hypotheses of the 
alternative theorem for existence of a solution are satisfied, and the orthogonality 
conditions in (4.2) guarantee that the solution is unique. 
The following theorem shows how G,, is used to represent solutions of (4.1). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f (t) be continuous and satisfy the conditions of the alternative 
theorem (f, Z/J& = 0, j = 1, 2 ,..., k. Then the problem 
(L-AI)u=f, uu = 0, <u, AT) = 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., k (4.3) 
has a unique solution given by 
u(t) = lb G,,(t> T)f (7) d7. 
Proof. Since the difference of two solutions of (4.3) is an eigenfunction for 
(L, U, h) orthogonal to all #jr it must be zero by the biorthogonality conditions. 
Applying L - XI to u we get 
(L - hl)u = .c” (L - AI) G,(t, 7) f (7) d7- 
a 
= j-” [S(t - 4 - f dt) $i&)] f (T) dT 
a i=l 
= f @) - i %&)<f, #iB) = f @). 
i=l 
Furthermore 
(% #iT> = Jb $dt> Jb Gh(t, T)f (T) dT dt 
a a 
= s ,” f(TKG , AT) dT =0, i = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
This theorem enables us to write formally (L - A@??,, = I where 9h is the 
integral operator in (4.4). That we may in addition write g,,(L - AI) = I is 
guaranteed by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let u(t) satisfy (4.3) f OY some continuous f. Then u(t) = 
ji G,(t, 7) f (7) d7 (and (f, #iB) = 0, i = I,2 ,..., k). 
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Proof. For i = 1, 2 ,..., k, (f, &) = ((L - U)u, #& = (u, (L- - @#,,j = 
0. Hence if we define z(t) = JE G,,(t, T) f (7) dr then, by Theorem 4.1., ZI satisfies 
(4.3.). Then U-V is an eigenfunction orthogonal to all z&r and consequently must 
vanish identically. 
It should be noted that in the selfadjoint case, where .Q = &j an all chains 
are of length one, these formulas reduce to the usual ones for the generalized 
Green’s function. 
5. GENERALIZED EIGENFUNCTION EXPANSION OF G, 
For the selfadjoint case the standard eigenfunction expansion for G is 
OTT sj(t) Xj(T) W, 774 = c 
j=l 4 - A ' 
(5.1) 
For any particular eigenvalue hjO the usual way to obtain the expansion for 
GA,” from this is to delete the terms corresponding to & and replace h by AjO _ 
This yields 
(5.2) 
We may verify that (5.2) satisfies the selfadjoint form of (4.2) (where h = AjO, 
all generalized eigenfunctions are of rank one, & = xij , and the xij are real) 
by applyingL - hjo1 to (5.2) and making use of the selfadjoint expansion theorem 
in the form 
qt - T) = sj(t) Xj(T). (5.3) 
j=l 
This yields 
(L - XjoI) G,,jo(t, T) = f’ [(I, - X,1> + (hj - A,,)] T($-y 
j=l , ‘ kl 
(5.4) 
= g x&) Xj(T) = s(t - T) - g1 q.(r) X<(T), 
where the last term contains only eigenfunctions corresponding to &. Also 
(GA, , xi) = 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., k, since eigenfunctions corresponding to different 
eige’ivalues are orthogonal. In order to generalize (5.2) to the nonselfadjoint 
situation we need a corresponding expansion theorem of 8(t - i-) for this case. 
To this end we use a result due to Birkhoff. He defines a “regular” class of 
boundary conditions U [6, 71 which includes most standard conditions (such 
as impedance conditions for second-order equations) and then proves the 
foIlowing theorem. 
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THEOREM (Birkhoff). Let (4.1) b e ye u ar. g I If x(t) is piecewise continuous with 
piecewise continuous derivative on [a, b], then 
+[x(t + 0) + r(t - O>l 
= lim -&J” 
n-tm dt’ x(t’) $ 
G(t, t’, A) dh on (a, b). (5.5) 
a G 
At t = a and t = b the sequence converges to linear combinations of x(a + 0) 
and x(b - 0), the coefficients being independent of X. Hence C, is a circle 
about the origin of radius n in the complex X-plane, and the Xi are ordered by 
increasing moduli. 
By taking x(t) = S(t - T) we obtain 
S(t - T) = lim - & $ G(t, T, A) dA 
n+m 77 C, 
in the sense of distributions. In order to convert (5.6) into the desired non- 
selfadjoint expansion we have to evaluate the residue of G at the eigenvalues hj . 
Let pj be the order of Xj as a pole of G. We then have a sequence of null spaces 
N$ and a totality of generalized eigenfunctions 
xg<t> l+?‘(t) ,,hl 3 j = 1, 2 ,...; k = 1, 2 )..., cj ; I = 1, 2 )...) Yik . (5.7) 
Here the first subscript denotes chain number, the second denotes rank, ci is 
the number of chains corresponding to hj and yjk: is the length of the kth chain 
for hj (we take X:2 = 0). In [4, 51 we show that the residue of G(t, T, A) at hj is 
cj yik 
- Kc, ,c, &Yt> @ih where 1’ = rjg + 1 - 1. (5.8) 
Evaluating (5.6) by residues we obtain the desired expansion theorem 
qt - 7) = fl g1 g1 d?(t) &kT,, 1 -/- 1’ = rj, -/- 1. (5.9) 
In [5] we have used this expansion theorem to obtain the following generalized 
eigenfunction expansion of G for regular U: 
cj rjri 
G@, 773 = J$l h;l zrl d?(t) 
[ 
$$(T) zp”L (T) -ci) 
xf xj-x- 
h.2 1 
(Xj - A)" 
-k - . . . + (-l)Z’-1 ($y’, , 
I 
(t, T) E (a, b), I’ = Yj;.h: + 1 - 1. (5.10) 
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In the selfadjoint case this reduces to (5.1) since all rjB = 1. Unlike the self- 
adjoint situation we do not obtain the generalized eigenfunction expansion of 
GA,, from this by deleting the terms corresponding to j,, and setting A = 5, ; 
there is an extra term present involving only generalized eigenfunctions of rank 
greater than one. The expansion is 
x [ 
g$(T) $!!z,--1(T) g(T) xj - hjo - (Aj - hi,)2 + - ... + (--lY1 (Ai _ hj,)“’ I 
(5.11) 
where I’ = rj, + 1 - 1. To establish this we use the expansion theorem (5.9); 
the formal verification of the equation in (4.2) (with A = Aj,> is straightforward 
and similar to (5.4). The verification of the orthogonality conditions in (4.2) is 
based on the fact that there is no a$’ in the last term of (5.11) and on the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. If x(t) and 4(t) are generalized eigenfum&n.s for (L, U, A> 
and <L+, U+, b), respectively, with h # p, then (x, Q/J) = 0. 
Proof. We use induction on the rank of #. First, let $J have rank one (so 
that (L+)” + = ,&/ for all k) and x have rank 1~1. Then 
0 = ((L - M)*x, #> = 
( 
C (-l)j j$ AiL%, *) 
j+k=?7l . . 
= c (-l)+(Llr, 
j;lL=m . . 
#) = 1 (-l)‘$ihj(s,(L+)C$) (5.12) 
j+t=m . . 
= 1 
j+k=i?L 
(--1)j $X&X, #> = (-l)rn(X - p)Y$, Z/J); 
so that (r, #J> = 0. Next, assume the result holds if # has rank k. Suppose $ has 
rank k + I and x has rank n. Since (L+ - PI)+ has rank K, 
0 = ((L - AI)=lx, (L+ - jqb) = ((L - q--IX, CL+ - AI)+ + (X - ~)~> 
= {(L - XI)%, *, + (A - p)((L - XI)“-%, $b> = (A -- p)((L - XI)+x, #>, 
(5.13j 
so that ((L - M)+rx, 4) = 0. Starting now with (L - AI)+% and using this 
result we repeat the process to get 
0 = ((L - hI)~+, (L+ - friI)$b> = (A - p) ((L - AI)+%, s,h), (5.14) 
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hence ((L - Xl)n-2x, #) = 0. By continuing this process for n-2 more steps 
we arrive at ((L - XI)+“x, Z/J) = (x, #) F 0. 
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